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INTRODUCTION

Today business cannot afford to stand still. There’s too much danger in doing 
so‚ in an era where disruption‚ an uncertain global economy‚ and the speed and 
pace of change is so vast. 

But just as there are challenges‚ there’s a real opportunity. 

Exciting opportunities underpinned by new conversations about agility‚ 
dynamism‚ and automation. When leveraged on today, agility and dynamism 
present cutting-edge opportunities for businesses in the near future. 

Automation is no longer optional for businesses. It has become an essential 
component of operations. It creates unmatched competitiveness. An element 
that is core to the strategy and day to day operations of a business. Automation 
maximizes on existing business strengths and nullifies existing weaknesses in 
the business and its infrastructure.

A successful automation approach is one that goes beyond simplifying 
business processes and decisions. It must do more. It should maintain 
the principles that have progressed the business this far while providing 
an opportunity for strategic thinking that gives the business a competitive 
advantage in the digital era. Automation should offer businesses the boldness 
to pursue advantage where others may be timid.

The perpetual philosophy

For a business to truly succeed in this era, it must focus beyond building a 
product or service. It must have a culture. A culture that supports the business’ 
capacity to grow and create within its operations an ethos of the ongoing. 

Now more than ever before in history, success in business requires a turn 
towards the opportunities presented by automation. The change need not be 
abrupt and massive in one go, rather it should offer a business readiness and 
recognition of the value of cultural change.

What we offer

We integrate software testing robots into core applications. A business that 
believes in transformation understands the value of continuous testing. 
Transformation is not a static or solitary event, rather it is a perpetual process. 
Therefore, the quality of transformation is dependent on continuous testing.

AUTOMATION MAXIMIZES ON EXISTING 
BUSINESS STRENGTHS AND NULLIFIES 
EXISTING WEAKNESSES IN THE  
BUSINESS AND ITS INFRASTRUCTURE.
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OUR BACKGROUND

We are a premier software test-automation service company composed of a 
team of highly talented engineers. We advise, develop and integrate software 
testing robots into core business operations. Our primary goal is to bring fresh 
ideas to a fast-paced environment marked by technological developments.

Besides being lovers of technology and savvy problem solvers, we know we 
can’t meet people’s software needs without nurturing a vibrant environment. 
This can only happen when all our team is aligned towards a shared set of 
principles. While being adaptive to the environment, we aspire to align our 
practices to create goals we all want to identify with.

OUR TEAM PLAYERS

Our team is comprised of 3 key professional roles. An architect, a designer, and 
an Automator. Each team member serves to perform a specific role, but also 
do so in complement to each other. We at Automators are a big believer in the 
capacity for growth and innovation that can only come with shared knowledge 
and experiences. 

That’s why we resist a silo’ culture and instead seek an engagement, that is 
responsive, communicative, and pursued each day with the goal of growing a 
real understanding between teams throughout the automation and continuous 
testing process.

We believe that these 7 key principles should resonate with all of us and should 
help us stay relevant in the ever-changing world of technology.

Devotion 

Speed

Efficiency

Responsibility

Transparency

Collaboration and communication

Integrity

DESIGNER

ARCHITECT AUTOMATOR
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Maintaining a vibrant relationship, encouraging cooperation and remaining 
true to our principles will continually set us apart in a crowded marketplace. 
This is by being mindful of the problem to solve and continuously putting into 
context how every automation process fits in with the values of all stakeholders.

That at its core is our team and its operations. 

WHY DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION?

At Automators, we believe in transformation because it has created wealth, 
simplified our life and showed us exciting opportunities over the past decades.

The main objective of digital transformation is to make businesses more 
customer-centric and innovative at the core. Delighting the customer is the 
main purpose of a business and digital tools engage them externally and 
streamline internal processes as well.

But what are the core benefits of digital transformation? 

1. Efficiency  Businesses achieve maximum production with 
minimum waste

2. Customer reach  More customers are targeted through global 
supply chain management

3. Profitability  Businesses realize more returns on investments 
and production

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AS WE KNOW IT TODAY 

We are in a digital age where you can easily get food delivered to your house at 
a touch of a button, record a show if you are not available to watch it and can 
store your money online. 

That is just a tip of the iceberg. 
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To date, companies are constantly experimenting with new digital platforms 
when conducting business to retain talent and effectively leverage data. 
Most digital transformation ideas are being built on cloud, mobile, social 
technologies and big data/analytics. 

3rd Platform technologies are used in robotics, next-generation security and 
3D printing among others. These features stretch out the capabilities of the 
3rd platform making them growth drivers for many businesses in the rapidly 
changing digital marketplace. 

Companies that fail to embrace digital transformation are either left behind or 
totally wiped out of the market. Telecomm, consumer financial services, and the 
media were the hardest hit by the digital transformation as their services were 
disrupted or taken over by other market sectors. 

ADAPTING TO DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Change is no longer a goal; change must be an ongoing process. In recent 
years 30-50% of IT budgets were devoted to quality assurance and testing. But 
this is bound to change. We think that there is potential for better efficiency and 
therefore lower budgets in the future for testing. If we achieve this, then there 
will ultimately be more money left for innovation of new features. 

This will bring more innovative digital disruptions. Within this change is an 
opportunity. To decrease expenditure in the wrong areas, and instead seeking to 
utilize investment in areas of innovation and growth.

Many automation projects fail. They should not fail in this day and age, but  
they do.

They fail because too much time and resources are deemed necessary to 
provide the process relevant information. Too many test cases for low risk areas 
have been created and important business validations where not executed.

They fail because changes to an application see test cases broken, maintenance 
and repairs take far too long, and the whole processes stagnating and stalled by 
the unavailability of sufficient test data.

But there is a better way. In order to solve the bottlenecks in software 
development and software testing process following trends have emerged.

30-50%
BUDGET FOR TESTING  
RIGHT NOW
Budget should be released to go into innovation
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INDUSTRY TRENDS

Due to the pressure to deliver faster while maintaining high quality, new 
industry trends have emerged in software engineering and development.  
They include:

DevOps   This is a software engineering practice that 
aims to promote collaboration between 
software development and software operations. 
DevOps aims for faster software development, 
testing, integration, and release while ensuring 
alignment in business operations.

Agile   It is a project management approach where the 
entire software development project is divided 
into short phases that are regularly assessed, 
tested and adapted accordingly.

Machine learning  Machine learning integrates artificial 
intelligence in IT systems to enable them 
to learn and improve from experience in 
conducting a certain task without being 
explicitly programmed.

Shift left  It is an approach to software testing where the 
software and entire system is tested early and 
frequently in the project lifecycle.

It is critical that these trends have automation at their core.

HOW WE MEET THESE CHALLENGES

There are many ways of incorporating automation and practical/effective 
solutions to problems. However, not all automation solutions serve the  
final goal.

That’s where design thinking and Software Testing robots come in!

We use design thinking and software testing robots to integrate the leading 
software testing solutions. Design thinking and software testing robots ensure 
you get a tailored solution with minimal maintenance. One that covers the 
most critical functions in your systems and application and is capable of 
identifying errors and bugs in time before they go unnoticed. 
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Design thinking is a solution-based thinking or design methodology that 
focuses on finding practical and creative solutions to problems. Although 
the term is commonly used today to explain IT products/services, it is also 
used in many other fields including manufacturing and architecture. The term 
dates back to the product development revolution in the 19th century. Initially, 
people didn’t care about product usability, etc. Businesses simply offered core 
value products/services, and customers had fewer demands. 

Today’s customers care about every little detail from design to usability and 
comfort. That’s where design thinking comes in. 

The essence is thinking creatively without overlooking usefulness, core value, 
etc. when creating IT solutions. IT solutions made after a design thinking 
process offer a better and more comfortable solution to an existing problem. 
Design thinking is extremely useful when tackling complex IT problems like 
software testing that are ill-defined. 

The methodology focuses on understanding the human needs in IT problems, 
reframing the problems, creating many ideas/solutions in brainstorming 
sessions as well as adopting hands-on approaches in prototyping and testing.

We follow the 5 main design thinking stages when creating our automated 
software testing solutions. 

DESIGN THINKING

EMPATHISE
STAGE 1

DEFINE
STAGE 2

IDEATE
STAGE 3

PROTOTYPE
STAGE 4

TESTING
STAGE 5
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Continuous testing is a process that extends test automation for purposes of 
addressing increasing complexity as well as the pace of application development 
and delivery. While test automation utilizes special software tools to execute 
tests and compare the expected and actual test results, continuous testing 
extends the process by executing continuous automated tests in the software 
delivery pipeline.

Our continuous testing services will help you gather feedback on business risks 
associated with software release candidates. We also focus on other factors such 
as minimizing waste by utilizing lean concepts. Our continuous tests make it 
easy to identify and eliminate everything that doesn’t add value to the entire 
software ecosystem.

Continuous testing is a continuous and comprehensive approach to process 
excellence. The process was initially proposed as a way of reducing the 
time it takes for developers to get feedback. Continuous testing introduces 
development environment-triggered tests alongside traditional developer 
and tester-triggered tests. The scope of our testing extends from validating 
requirements and user stories to assessing system requirements associated 
with complex business goals. We combine lean concepts and technology to 
offer the most effective continuous testing solutions. Our continuous testing 
solutions have two threads namely; Automation &performance engineering and 
risk coverage optimization & execution analysis.

TEST STRATEGY: 
CONTINUOUS TESTING
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At Automators, we understand that fast paces of modern software 
development have created tremendous challenges for developers and the test 
team; hence the need for different strategies in automation. 

By following the imperative of “test smarter, and not harder,” Automators have 
borne software testing robots for quality assurance. 

Basically, what a software testing robot does is, it imitates intelligent human 
behaviour to increase capabilities that supplement human cognition in 
software testing. 

In most cases, there is no one-fit-for-all solution; instead, different test 
scenarios would need different test robots to do the work. An innovative 
strategy is to integrate the three types of robots – Classic-, Dynamic-, 
Continuous Testing- robots – depending on the feedback loops needed,  
the maintenance levels needed and the cost factor. At Automators, we 
autonomously integrate three types of software testing robots:

SOFTWARE TESTING ROBOTS

CLASSIC ROBOTS

Automated test cases 
Self-maintaining

DYNAMIC ROBOTS

Automated test cases  
Self-maintaining 
Recovery network  

Synthetical test data management

CONTINUOUS TESTING  
ROBOTS (CTR)

Automated test cases 
Self-maintaining 
Recovery network  

Synthetical test data management 
Live Health Monitoring 
Automated Test Triggers 

Service virtualization
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CONTACT DETAILS

AUTOMATORS GmbH

Saturn Tower 
Leonard-Bernstein-Straße 10 
1220 Wien

+43 1 393 00 50 
office@automators.com

automators.com


